
Even the most extreme innocence communicates with death. And behind the purest smile there is 
evil to be found.

The link between the highest level of naivety and the journey towards extinction form part of the ce-
lestial myth of paradise.

In paradise, there is no evil or distress, no deliberateness or intelligence. Essentially, life is stripped 
of a future and, consequently, there is no possible desire or opportunity to change.

The one who drowns represents the sweet resident of paradise who, made of pure happiness, is 
transformed into a fulfilled centreless body; the soul is metabolised in complete happiness and its 
desire becomes a lump of sugar. It becomes as harmless as a toy in a child’s hands, an object of pure 
enjoyment, and as those toys which are permanently abandoned, objects which experience a painless 
death.

Each image of this collection by Bernadó links innocence with death in an indivisibly silent dialogue. 
The smile of many of these images arouse us at first glance, soon afterwards interrupting its light 
paralysed by the suspicion that behind this kind gesture, the image hides yet another image, an ima-
ge of the opposite.

These photos are presented in the manner of an elaborate childhood event and selected with an 
applied and candid objective. The show, in appearance, a never-ending selection of anecdotes, is the 
result of a fragmented and convivial voyage taken by a jovial, leisure-loving and debting traveller. His 
curiosity is satisfied sequence after sequence and pleasure’s guarantee lies in the ample assortment 
of surprises that entertain even the most indolent viewer. But there is something more.

Just after ending this revision, the memory cannot rest either. One instant after another that was pre-
viously enjoyed later brings to mind an unexpected fermentation which shifts from sweet to corrupt 
and from a refined surface to a fearsome internal gnawing. The photos are like chalk and after only a 
short time, they become lethal. The landscapes seem unsuspecting and empty but they are suddenly 
crossed with threats. The boat, American Star, which seems to be a scrapped remnant, domesticated 
and inert, becomes a tourist attraction, stripped of all meaning. It resists perishing and its status 
grows like a wild fire behind a curtain of mist.

The fundamental motionlessness of True Loving is parallel the most meaningful example of this 
duality of feelings, of violence buried underneath the imaginary sensation of peace. In the set True 
Loving, transformed motionlessness goes beyond simply being the opposite of movement to act with 
a strength that is a thousand times more devastating than its mass in movement. The outer move-
ment or the inner domestic movement of an abandoned automobile or of a loaded rocket leads to the 
symbol of scattered tombstones, whose triviality permeates the field with an unbearable irritation.

We have a maximum capacity of amazement for the greatness of this work but against the force of 
its diminuteness, we have no defense. The bomb destroys us collectively but the bullet reaches each 
one of us individually. Communal destruction turns into memorable catastrophe but individual death 
leads us to nothingness.

Desolate and devastated is the state that the experience of this journey leads to, this journey where 
utopia dissolves in irony and where the spiritual realm becomes any place, here or there, where the 
traces left behind are never familiar traces and where the framing of the photograph generates a 
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mute and closed speech that explodes in the ear.

There is no geography. There is no support or instrumental comfort. Space and its objects renounce 
their role as references to total insolvency. The world of these paradise photos leaps out of this world 
or the world that this strange camera captures is never visible in this world. The objective has been 
freed of its function and once its project is annihilated, it floats throughout a territory previous to the 
photograph, previous to the list of baggage and belongings of this world, whether it be real or imagi-
nary. Any one of these pieces that have been offered here belongs to a system whose presumed co-
herence does not correspond to an existing aesthetic, moral or topographic key. They display a place 
of vital or artistic emotions in an inaugural and undeciphered way. But these emotions, strictly spea-
king, could not be called vital or artistic. Their deciphering corresponds to the field of cross-lives and 
cross-arts. Or at least these labels help to make it be understood since for once, the picture doesn’t 
mean anything. It doesn’t mean this; it doesn’t mean that, on the inside or the outside of itself. The 
image overflows into itself and that is what creates its categorical lethal effect. The document does 
not breathe life into the memory, it does not evoke or recover anything that would make it last in any 
way. Before and afterwards reality remains unchanged, as does the photograph, in spite of both time 
and the very sight of it. The photograph lives to kill in that unavoidable sequence of killing and life 
giving, killing and killing itself as a reference. It then resurrects itself. 

This suicidal photograph acquires the condition of a monument, one unique event. It is a monument 
that does not allude to something exterior but is manifested in light, in flesh or in stone, manifested 
in the translucent testimony or the happy demon that hovers over these photographs.
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